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Abstract  

Many papers dealing with surface analysis of plasma polymers or plasma-modified polymers 

report the use of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to quantify the surface composition. 

However, most of the time, quantification is performed using a software that includes an 

equation based on the assumption that the sample is homogeneous in composition. However, 

for plasma treated samples this is often not the case. The usual analysis of XPS spectra does not 

allow the exact quantification in the case of an inhomogeneous sample. In this paper, we show 

that it is possible to obtain a depth profile of the composition, and a more accurate surface 
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composition by using another mathematical approach for surface quantification, being 

QUASES Tougaard. 

 

Keywords: depth profile; plasma-polymerized propargyl methacrylate; QUASES Tougaard; 

water contact-angle (WCA); XPS 

 

Abbreviations: PMA, propargyl methacrylate; pp-PMA, plasma-polymerized propargyl 

methacrylate; XPS, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy; SIMS, secondary ion mass 

spectrometry; IRRAS, infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy; DBD, dielectric barrier 

discharge; WCA, water contact angles  

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Properties related to surface energy, such as wettability or adhesion, are intimately dependent 

on the surface composition of a material. At a time when the industry is increasingly looking 

for innovative surfaces, plasma treatment is an efficient technique to tune their properties. These 

modifications, whether by film deposition, by etching or by grafting chemical functions, can be 

applied to a large number of substrates.[1,2] 

There is a great interest in finding reliable and simple methods to analyze the properties of 

plasma-treated surfaces and evaluating the modifications performed. Currently, several 

analytical methods are commonly used because of their complementarity: X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle measurements and secondary ion mass spectrometry 

(SIMS). To some extent, infrared spectroscopy in the infrared reflection absorption 

spectroscopy (IRRAS) mode can also provide near-to-surface useful information. 

The first one,  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, enables the direct quantification of the 

chemical elements constituting the surface, as well as their respective environments, to a depth 

of about ten nanometers.[3] Nonetheless, this method has a sizable bias due to its conventional 

operation mode,  based on the assumption that the analyzed material has a homogeneous 

composition throughout the volume analyzed.[3] However, it has been repeatedly shown that 

plasma treatments influence mostly the top surface of a solid, and the few layers underneath, 

leaving most of the bulk unchanged, both in terms of composition and properties.[4] Therefore, 

the surface composition obtained by this method only partially reflects the actual composition 

of the plasma-treated surface. 
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The second one, i.e., water contact angles measurement, is a technique used to evaluate the 

wettability of a surface. This property depends, inter alia, on the composition of this surface, 

driving the surface polarity, but also on the surface roughness. Unlike XPS, the contact angles 

measurement has the advantage of being immediate, inexpensive and requiring only light 

equipment, making this technique much more accessible than the former.  

In this paper, conventional XPS approach and the method developed by Tougaard[5,6] for 

quantification of the surface composition were both used to highlight and circumvent the bias 

induced by the analysis of an inhomogeneous sample. We chose the specific case of a coating 

difficult to characterize, namely a surface modified by plasma of a plasma-polymerized 

propargyl methacrylate (pp-PMA) coating. This coating is of great interest for potential 

applications because,  pp-PMA has the characteristic of forming particularly hydrophobic films 

without fluorine, with water contact angles of 140°.[9] Therefore, it is a more environmentally 

friendly precursor for applications such as anti-fog, self-cleaning  or anti-adhesion 

materials.[7,8,10] In addition, alkyne and alkene functionalities comprised in its chemical 

structure make this precursor very reactive for plasma polymerization allowing (ultra)fast 

deposition rates.[8,9] It can also easily be modified to become hydrophilic.[7,8] The main 

difficulty for the surface characterization by XPS lays in the fact that, although leading to a 

very hydrophobic coating, PMA contains an ester moiety, and therefore an already significant 

amount of oxygen. The presence of the latter element is therefore not only due to its grafting 

during the plasma treatment. Oxygen is usually tracked when studying hydrophilization of 

surfaces. Here, we show that, by accounting for the in-depth inhomogeneity of the PMA films 

plasma treatment in the interpretation of the XPS data, another quantification of the oxygen can 

be obtained compared to a standard XPS quantification. This also evidences a different 

correlation between the increase of the PMA coatings wettability, assessed by WCA 

measurements, and the increase of the oxygen incorporated in the surface of the films. 

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

 

2.1 Materials 

Propargyl methacrylate (PMA) (98% purity CAS # 13861-22-8 Alfa Aesar) is used as received, 

driven by argon directly into the discharge during the film synthesis.  The chemical structure of 

PMA is presented in the insert of Figure 1. The coating is deposited on silicon wafers as a 

substrate. 
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FIGURE 1. Structure of propargyl methacrylate  

 

 2.2 Plasma Deposition and Post-Treatment 

In a first time, a homemade dielectric barrier discharge reactor (DBD) (see Figure. 2)) was used 

to synthesize thin layers of propargyl methacrylate (pp-PMA). In a second time, the plasma-

synthetized coatings were exposed to a RF plasma torch in order to modify their surfaces and 

provide samples with variable oxygen surface compositions. 

A complete description of the DBD reactor was previously published.[7] The particularity of 

this setup is the mobile grounded electrode allowing the movement of the sample in the 

discharge, and thus, homogeneous deposition. The plasma gas enters directly into the discharge 

through holes between the two upper electrodes and is monitored by mass flow controllers. 

When a precursor is used, part of the argon is deviated through a bubbler containing the 

precursor before going into the discharge. The total flow was kept constant. 

 
FIGURE 2. Schematic of homemade DBD plasma reactor. Adapted from[9] 

 

Prior to deposition, the reactor was cleaned with isooctane and acetone, and the substrate with 

isooctane and methanol. The substrate was activated by a DBD treatment with argon (20 L/min 

during 76s at 60W). Then, the coating deposition was performed with an argon 99.999% (H2O, 
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O2 < 2 ppm) flow of 2L/min carrying the precursor, an argon flow of 18L/min directly injected 

into the reactor, a power of 60W and a treatment duration of 380s.[7,8]  

After the film synthesis, a post-treatment with a RF plasma torch (Atomflo 250D supplied by 

Surfx Technologies LLC) was performed under several conditions. The distance between the 

torch and the sample, the torch’s power and the frequency were set at 6mm, 60W and 

27,12MHz, respectively. A first series of samples was realized with different treatment duration 

(between 2s and 30s) under the argon plasma torch (10L/min as argon flow), and a second series 

of samples was realized similarly to the first one but with the addition of a slight amount of 

oxygen 99.995% (H2O < 2 ppm) (10mL/min) in the torch. These post-treatments were intended 

to provide samples with variable oxygen surface compositions. 

 

2.3 Analysis method 

The X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis were performed with a PHI 5600Ci 

spectrometer from Physical Electronics. Spectra were acquired with an Al anode operating at 

200W with a normal take-off angle (45°). The full survey and high resolution spectra were 

recorded with the parameters defined in Table 1. The spectra were analyzed with  CasaXPS©[7,8] 

using a Shirley background and QUASES Tougaard© [6,11–13] softwares. The latter one uses the 

inelastic background at low kinetic energy and links it to the depth of origin of the measured 

electrons. This allows  to obtain the depth morphology of the sample on the basis of the inelastic 

background shape.[5,11,14,15] 

 

TABLE 1.  Record parameters for XPS full survey and high resolution spectra 

 Full survey High resolution 

Energy range [eV] 0 – 1200 280 – 300 

eV / step 0.8 0.1 

Number of scans 3 6 

Time per step [ms] 40 100 

Pass energy [eV] 187.8 23.5 

 

As roughness influences the measured water contact angles, surface morphology mappings 

were performed on the different samples with a DektakXT profilometer supplied by Brücker 

and Vision64 as analysis software. The stylus force was set at 0.03mg, the tail of analysis was 

300µm height and 300µm width, the resolution was set at 0.1µm/pt for a trace and the map 

resolution was set at 2µm/line. 
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The water contact angles were obtained with a Krüss DSA 100 instrument controlled by Drop 

Shape analysis software. The measurements were performed in static mode with a 3µl drop of 

de-ionized water and repeated at least three times. 

 

Theoretical considerations:  

Quantification of XPS spectra is most often performed using software that are based on the 

assumption that the sample is homogeneous in volume (laterally and in depth). In this 

assumption, the equation connecting the XPS peak area to the number of emitting atoms, is 

originally the following: 

𝐼!" = 𝐾𝑇(𝐾𝐸)𝐿!"(𝛾)𝜎!" ∫𝑛!(𝑧)𝑒#$/&(()) +,- .𝑑𝑧 (1) 

Where Iij is the j peak area of element i, K is an instrumental constant, T(KE) is the transmission 

function of the analyser, Lij(γ) is the asymmetry angular factor for orbital j in element i, σij is 

the photoionization cross-section of orbital j in element i at the given photon energy, ni(z) is the 

concentration of element I at a depth z, λ(KE) is the inelastic mean free path of the electron in 

the material, θ is the emission angle of the electron with respect to the normal to the surface  

 

Equation (1) can be simplified to Eq. (2) for homogeneous in depth concentration. 

𝐼!" = 𝐾𝑇(𝐾𝐸)𝐿!"(𝛾)𝜎!"𝑛!𝜆(𝐾𝐸) cos 𝜃 (2) 

Integrating the data on the peaks of all the elements present on the spectrum, and using internal 

standards (sensitivity coefficients), one can extract Eq. (3): 

𝐶/ =
0! 1!⁄
∑ 0" 1"⁄"

 (3) 

Where Cx is the relative concentration of an atom x, Ix is the area of the peak of element x, and 

Sx/i is the relative sensitivity coefficient, usually extracted from the software database, for the 

appropriate combination element/X-ray source.  

 

This quantification leads to interdependent concentration values and postulates that the sample 

is homogeneous over the entire volume analyzed. As previously stated, elements quantification 

by the only use of the peak area in standard XPS analysis, induces a bias. More specifically, the 

simplification between Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can’t be done anymore. To remedy this issue, S. 

Tougaard developed a software allowing an analysis taking into account the compositional 

profile of the analyzed surface.[5,11,14,15] This analysis is based on the principle that electrons not 

coming from the extreme surface lose energy as they travel through the material bulk to exit 

the sample to be analyzed. The loss of energy results in a larger number of electrons with lower 
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kinetic energy around the peak of interest. These electrons thus give information on the 

composition depth profile of the sample surface (see Figure 3). 

 
FIGURE 3. Diagram of different profiles and corresponding XPS spectra. Reproduced with 

permission[16] 

 

The analysis using the QUASES Tougaard software is performed on each peak independently, 

unlike the usual method. Indeed, the interpretation is carried out on the low kinetic energy tail 

linked to each single peak of an element. Therefore, the quantification obtained for oxygen does 

not involve any other chemical element. The same being true for carbon, the independent results 

for both elements can, in case of successful fitting, confirm each other. 

However, due to the complexity of the system, it was necessary to use a sample of reference in 

terms of in depth homogeneity to perform a quantification of the different treated PMA samples. 

The reference has been defined as the untreated pp-PMA deposited film, which is supposed to 

be homogeneous in depth.[17] Eq. (3) is therefore valid in this case. This allowed us to define 

the initial composition of the pp-PMA layer at 17at. % oxygen and 83at.% carbon. 

By comparison with the reference, it was possible to determine the depth profile of the 

composition for each of the treated surfaces. Several types of composition profiles are possible 

(buried layer, islands, exponential profile). Based on previous studies of plasma-treated 

polymer surfaces [4,18-20], it is expected that plasma species enter the polymer matrix and diffuse 
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in depth, leading to a decrease of concentration with increasing depth. This phenomenon is 

better described by choosing the exponential profile fitting. This profile, obtained by Eq (4), 

also includes the initial presence of oxygen at the surface, belonging to the native polymer.  

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝐶4 + (𝐶5 − 𝐶4) exp(−𝑥/𝐿) (4) 

Where f(x) is the dept profile, Cb is the bulk composition, Cs the surface composition and L is 

the decay length. 

 

Concretely, the procedure is the following. The peaks of interest of the XPS spectra are first 

isolated, taking 50-100 eV on either sides and the high energy background noise for each peak 

is removed separately. Then, an analysis of the reference is performed to determine the inelastic 

mean free path (IMFP) and the X-scale parameters (see Table 2), which will be reused for the 

samples profile determinations. The IMFP is obtained based on the maximum kinetic energy of 

the peak of interest using the IMFP TPP2M module supplied with QUASES Tougaard. The 

chosen X-scale value is the one allowing to match the curve of the calculated background noise 

at low energy with the experimental curve.  

 

Table 2: Inelastic mean free paths (IMFP) as a function of kinetic energy for an Al anode of 
peaks O1s and C1s 
Peak Kinetic energy / eV IMFP / Å X-scale 
O1s 948 26.40 0.92 
C1s 1196 32.93 0.96 

 

Finally, the determination of the sample concentration profiles is done by matching the shape 

of a theoretical peak spectrum to the experimental spectrum. The theoretical spectrum is the 

reference spectrum scaled by varying different parameters, i.e. the surface concentration, the 

bulk concentration and decay length to scale the reference. We know from the literature that 

plasma treatments are surface treatments.[4] As the phase core has not changed, we have set it 

at the same value as the reference, i.e. 17%. Therefore, there are two parameters to vary (surface 

composition and decay length) in order to obtain the best possible superposition of curves 

between the experimental curve and the theoritical curveat resulting from the scaling of the 

reference. 

 

 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 XPS Characterization 
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The post-treatment of the plasma-polymerized propargyl methacrylate (pp-PMA) by the RF 

torch induced a variation in oxygen composition at the surface level. A full XPS spectra survey 

was recorded on each sample and first analyzed by CasaXPS software using Eq. (3) to 

determine the average surface composition. From the results reported in Table 3, by comparing 

the C1s to the O1s peak areas, one can conclude that there is more oxygen on the surface of the 

treated samples than the pp-PMA samples untreated used as reference (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2 also indicates that both the treatment time and the addition of oxygen to the plasma 

torch lead to greater incorporation of oxygen to the surface of the pp-PMA samples. Comparing 

the pp-PMAs treated with the Ar torch for 2s and 5s, it is observed that a longer treatment leads 

to a larger oxygen supply. Moreover, by comparing the pp-PMAs treated for 2s with the Ar and 

Ar / O2 torch, a greater contribution when the plasma contains oxygen is observed. The 

treatment time, but also the nature of the gas thus influence the supply of oxygen to the surface. 

The investigation of the high-resolution C1s peak evidenced that this oxygen enrichment is due 

to the grafting of oxygenated chemical functionalities. 

Figure 4 shows the high-resolution spectra of the C1s peak of pp-PMA and plasma-treated pp-

PMA by Ar / O2 for 30s. When comparing these two spectra, one can see that there is a clear 

increase in oxygenated functionalities for the treated pp-PMA, but also a decrease in the C-C 

component compared to untreated pp-PMA. 

 
FIGURE 4. High resolution C 1s spectrum C 1s of pp-PMA untreated and pp-PMA treated by 

Ar/O2 forwhile 30s 

However, it is possible that the values obtained in Table 2 do not reflect the reality of the 

extreme surface. Indeed, conventional quantification considers a homogeneous sample, 
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including in the depth of analysis, and the values obtained are averaged over this depth. Since 

plasma post-treatment has an effect on the topmost layers, it is reasonable to assume that the 

enhanced oxygen concentration at the top surface calculated by CasaXPS is underestimated. 

Therefore, the QUASES Tougaard method was used to avoid this bias and take into account 

the depth inhomogeneity of the samples. As the bulk composition doesn’t change with surface 

plasma treatment, the reference for the homogeneous composition of a pp-PMA film was set at 

17% of oxygen and 83% of carbon, based on the untreated sample. A quantification with 

QUASES Tougaard with a bulk composition of 22% of oxygen and 78% of carbon, 

(corresponding to the relative percentage of carbon and oxygen in the precursor), was also 

performed but lead to same results. 

 

The quantification of carbon and oxygen on the topmost surface obtained by QUASES 

Tougaard for all samples is shown in Table 3. Figure 5 also shows the profiles of oxygen and 

carbon concentration obtained independently for the different treated pp-PMA films. From this 

figure, one can see an increase of oxygen content at the topmost surface of all samples, 

compared to the bulk composition, but also compared to values obtained by CasaXPS. This 

result is supported by a decrease in the carbon content obtained from the carbon profiles. 

Previous studies having shown that an oxygen-containing plasma treatment not only modifies 

the top surface, but also induce diffusion of oxygen in the bulk with time, and potential etching, 

the decay length was varied within a range of 0.5 to 50 Å, with the larger decay length for the 

higher treatment time. Results plotted in table 3 are the best fit obtained. Note that the 

correspondence between C and O profiles is not perfect in the case of the 30 s Ar/O2 sample 

regardless of the value of the decay length. For this treatment, the decay length of 10 Å gives 

the best fit, which means that the treatment penetrates more deeply which is consistent with a 

longer treatment time.[4] 
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FIGURE 5. Oxygen and carbon profiles obtained independently obtained profiles by QUASES 

Tougaard for oxygen and carbon of the pp-PMA treated samples 
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TABLE 3. Quantification of oxygen by CasaXPS (in depth average) and Quases Tougaard 

(topmost atomic layer) (average standard deviation of 0.3at. % based on 3 spectras) 

 CasaXPS QUASES Tougaard 

Sample % oxygen % oxygen % carbon Decay length /Å 

pp-PMA 17 17 83 2 

pp-PMA + Ar (2s) 18 20 80 2 

pp-PMA + Ar (5s) 21 27 73 2 

pp-PMA + Ar/O2 (2s) 21 25 75 2 

pp-PMA + Ar/O2 (30s) 27 45 65 10 

 

3.1 Correlation between samples wettability and their surface composition obtained 

with the different XPS data treatments 

Measurement of water contact angles (WCA) performed on the different pp-PMA films 

evidenced that the post-treatment by the RF torch also induced changes in surface wettability. 

It has been widely demonstrated in the literature[21,22] that the contact angle values depend on 

the chemistry and on the roughness of a given surface. In our case, the changes in the surface 

chemistry of the samples have been demonstrated by XPS. As an increase in oxygen can be a 

sign of hydrophilicity[23-25], an accurate quantification of this element is thus very important to 

understand the changes in wettability. To illustrate this, we compared the correlations made 

between the WCA measured for the different samples and their relative concentration of oxygen 

calculated by CasaXPS or QUASES Tougaard. As the roughness exacerbates the hydrophilic 

or hydrophobic nature of the surface, and therefore influences the values of WCA, the latter 

were corrected by using the Wenzel equation (Eq. (5)):  

cos 𝜃∗ = 𝑟 cos 𝜃 (5) 

Where θ* is the measured WCA, θ is the corrected WCA, and r is the roughness factor. 

The use of the Wenzel model is fully justified in the case of hydrophilic samples (θ < 90). On 

the other hand, it becomes questionable for samples with a relatively marked hydrophobic 

character (θ > 120).[26-29] 

The roughness factor of a surface was calculated using Eq (6) defined as.[30,31]  

 𝑟 = 789:	5<7=9>8
?8@A8B7!>	5<7=9>8

 (6) 

I.e., the ratio between the real surface (which includes the roughness), and the geometric 

surface, that is the ideal flat surface.  
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Mappings were performed with a stylus profilometer to determine the real surface for each 

sample, and the geometric surface was taken as the dimension of the analyzed surface. Table 4 

shows the roughness factors obtained for the different samples studied. 

 

TABLE 4 Roughness factor of pp-PMA samples 

Sample Name Roughness factor 

pp-PMA (untreated) 1.10 

pp-PMA + Ar 2 s 1.13 

pp-PMA + Ar 5 s 1.66 

pp-PMA + Ar/O2 2 s 1.07 

pp-PMA + Ar/O2 30 s 1.27 

  

 
FIGURE 6. WCA measured and corrected by the roughness factor according to Wenzel 

equation 

Based on Figure 6, a decrease in the values of water contact angle can be observed between the 

untreated pp-PMA and the treated samples, with treatment duration and addition of oxygen to 

the post-discharges. These differences were still visible even after applying the correction 
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linked to the surface roughness. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that these variations result 

from a variation of chemical surface composition. 

Figure 7 shows the correlations made between the surface oxygen content calculated by 

CasaXPS or by QUASES Tougaard and the corrected water contact angles obtained for each 

sample. It appears that the variation of wettability cannot be fully explained by the classical 

quantification of O 1s and C 1s. Indeed, the treatments with Ar for 5s and with Ar+O2 for 2s 

both lead to the same calculated oxygen concentration with CasaXPS, though the corrected 

contact angles still differ significantly. It can also be noted that the treatment with Ar+O2 for 

30s generate a decrease of 93° of corrected WCA compared to the untreated sample, but only 

an increase of 10% of O 1s is found with the same method. When using QUASES Tougaard, 

higher relative concentrations of oxygen are found and seem to better explain the variations of 

corrected WCA. Having a better approach to evaluate the surface composition by taking into 

account the inhomogeneity in depth, allows us to obtain oxygen concentration values that are 

not underestimated and better reflect the surface composition. The latter can therefore more 

accurately be correlated with the contact angle values. 

 

 
FIGURE 7. Differences of WCA and %O between untreated sample and treated pp-PMA 

samples calculated by CasaXPS and QUASES Tougaard.  

It is thus interesting to see that the way surface quantification is performed on a plasma treated 

sample can influence the understanding of the changes on its wettability. 

 
4 CONCLUSION 
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Propargyl methacrylate films were synthesized by atmospheric plasma using a DBD and 

subsequently post-treated with an RF torch. These post-treatments were intended to provide 

samples with variable oxygen concentration in the surface area. 

XPS analysis were performed on the treated samples and showed that different surface 

compositions quantification can be obtained by using quantification with software such as 

CasaXPS or quantification software that takes into account the inhomogeneity of surface 

plasma treatment, like QUASES-Tougaard. The results also evidenced an increase of the 

calculated oxygen surface concentration with the post-treatment time and with the addition of 

oxygen to the plasma gas used.  

Water contact angle and profilometry measurements were also made on the different samples 

and revealed an increase in the hydrophilicity and roughness with the post-treatment time, but 

also a dependence on the gas used during the plasma treatments. The wettability being 

dependent on the surface morphology and chemistry, contact angles were corrected with 

Wenzel equation to account for the roughness.  The corrected values were then correlated with 

the different oxygen concentrations calculated via CasaXPS and QUASES-Tougaard to 

illustrate the importance in the way of interpreting XPS data for surface composition. Indeed, 

the latter method showed a clear correlation between hydrophilic properties and surface 

composition, thus allowing a reconciliation between macroscopic and microscopic properties. 

Quantification of XPS data using a software that takes into account the intrinsic in-depth 

inhomogeneity of plasma-treated polymers probably leads to more accurate surface 

concentrations than just by using softwares based on eq.3. However, fitting parameters are not 

trivial to manipulate, and may lead in some cases to unrealistic results, although mathematically 

correct.  
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Graphical Abstract 

A plasma polymerized propargyl methacrylate thin film was post-treated by atmospheric 

plasma. The subsequent changes in the surface composition and wettability of the film were 

studied by XPS analysis and WCA measurements, respectively. The elemental quantification 

of the film using QUASES-Tougaard software enabled to take into account the in-depth 

inhomogeneity of the film generally induced by plasma post-treatments. The results were 

different from a classical quantification using usual conventional software, providing a better 

correlation with the water contact angles. 

 


